Take the daily hassle out of your life with FlyPaper Daily!

Filling out superintendent daily reports with pen and paper is tedious, difficult to read, error-prone, and impossible to report on. At FlyPaper, we’ve rethought superintendent daily reporting with our product FlyPaper Daily. We have crafted a set of features that streamline the process of entering contractor worklogs, surveys, notes, and anything else related to what’s happening on the job site each day.

Features

- **Worklogs**: Enter any information you need recorded about your crews hours, crew size and crew details.
- **Surveys**: Gather information from construction crews, and track trends and build data to better connect your workforce, and track specific items over time.
- **Notes**: An easy way to add feedback, comment, or just general information about what happened on the job site today.
- **Attachments**: Save images to clearly define problems that come up during your day, or videos, audio recording, and documents and they will all be stored in easily accessible.

Other Features

- **Worklogs**: Generate data rich impactful reports that pull together all your data in an easily comprehensible format.
- **Surveys**: An easy way to add feedback, comment, or just general information about what happened on the job site today.
- **Notes**: Save images to clearly define problems that come up during your day, or videos, audio recording, and documents and they will all be stored in easily accessible.
- **Attachments**: An easy way to add feedback, comment, or just general information about what happened on the job site today.

Do you need a custom solution?

FlyPaper is now building custom software for your business on top of the same trusted platform as the rest of our tools through our Professional Services. Get in touch with us today to get your new favorite tool built.